INTRODUCTION
Human papillomavirus (HPV) is one of the most common causes of sexually transmitted disease in both men and women worldwide and is thought to be the most common sexually transmitted viral disease in the United States. Genital HPV infection is not a reportable disease, so actual incidence and prevalence figures are not known; however, it is estimated that the incidence of new infections in the United States ranges from 1 million to 5.5 million per year, and the prevalence is estimated to be as high as 20 million (20) . HPV continues to be an important topic, as rates of infection appear to continue to be rapidly increasing.
Papillomaviruses are ubiquitous and have been detected in a wide variety of animals as well as in humans and are specific for their respective hosts. More than 200 types of HPV have been recognized on the basis of DNA sequence data showing genomic differences. Eighty-five HPV genotypes are well characterized. An additional 120 isolates are partially characterized potential new genotypes (133) . HPVs can infect basal epithelial cells of the skin or inner lining of tissues and are categorized as cutaneous types or mucosal types. Cutaneous types of HPV are epidermitrophic and target the skin of the hands and feet. Mucosal types infect the lining of the mouth, throat, respiratory tract, or anogenital epithelium. Based on their association with cervical cancer and precursor lesions, HPVs can also be grouped to high-risk and low-risk HPV types. Low-risk HPV types include types 6, 11, 42, 43, and 44. High-risk HPV types include types 16, 18, 31, 33, 34, 35, 39, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58, 59, 66, 68, and 70 . Included in the high-risk group are some HPV types that are less frequently found in cancers but are often found in squamous intraepithelial lesions (SILs) ( Table  1) . Some authors refer to these HPV types as intermediaterisk. Low-risk subtypes are also occasionally found in cervical carcinomas.
HPV is associated with a variety of clinical conditions that range from innocuous lesions to cancer (Table 1) . Most HPV infections are benign. HPV was first recognized as the cause of cutaneous warts (plantar warts, common warts, flat warts) on the hands and feet. Warts are areas of hypertrophied skin filled with keratin and are considered to be mainly a cosmetic nuisance; generally, they resolve spontaneously within 1 to 5 years. Strains that target the face make skin cancer more likely. Other strains that grow primarily in the lining of the mouth produce small elevated nodules that can develop into fatal squamous cell cancers. Focal epithelial hyperplasia of the oral cavity (Heck's disease) is caused predominantly by HPV-13 and tends to regress spontaneously. Epidermodysplasia veruciformis, a rare genetic disease with HPV-associated warts on the trunk and upper extremities, can develop into invasive squamous cell carcinomas. Conjunctival papillomas and carcinomas associated with HPV have been described. Recurrent respiratory papillomatosis is primarily a disease of the larynx in young children at a median age of 3 years but can also occur in adults. Because a high percentage of mothers have a history of HPV and because similar HPV types cause anogenital warts and recurrent respiratory papillomatosis, the infection in young children is thought to be acquired by passage through an infected birth canal. There is also some suggestion that the disease may be acquired in utero since cases have been documented at birth after cesarean section. Respiratory tract lesions may undergo malignant transformation.
Cervical cancer is the third most common cancer in women in the United States, preceded by skin cancer and breast cancer as the first and second most common causes, respectively (93) . In developing countries, cervical cancer is often the most common cancer in women and may constitute up to 25% of all female cancers (45) . Cervical cancer is preceded only by breast cancer as the most common cause of death from cancer in women worldwide (54) . The link between genital HPV infections and cervical cancer was first demonstrated in the early 1980s by Harold zur Hausen, a German virologist. Since then, the link between HPV and cervical squamous cell carcinoma has become well established. The magnitude of the association between HPV and cervical squamous cell carcinoma is higher than that for the association between smoking and lung cancer (37) . In 1996, the World Health Association, along with the European Research Organization on Genital Infection and Neoplasia and the National Institutes of Health Consensus Conference on Cervical Cancer, recognized HPV as an important cause of cervical cancer. Scientists have identified about 30 HPV types that are spread through sexual contact and infect primarily the cervix, vagina, vulva, penis, and anus. Of these, four are most often found within the malignant cells of cervical cancers, with type 16 accounting for about half of the cases in the United States and Europe and types 18, 31, and 45 accounting for an additional 25 to 30% of cases (45) . HPV has been implicated in 99.7% of cervical squamous cell cancer cases worldwide (124) . Adenocarcinomas of the cervix are also related to HPV, but the correlation is less pronounced and is age dependent (3) . In women younger than 40 years, HPV was present in 89% of adenocarcinomas, whereas in women aged 60 years and older, HPV was observed in only 43%.
BASIC VIROLOGY
Papillomaviruses are members of the Papovaviridae family, which also includes polyomavirus and simian vacuolating virus.
HPV is a relatively small, nonenveloped virus, 55 nm in diameter. It has an icosahedral capsid composed of 72 capsomers, which contain at least two capsid proteins, L1 and L2. Each capsomer is a pentamer of the major capsid protein, L1 (8) . Each virion capsid contains several copies (about 12 per virion) of the minor capsid protein, L2 (98) . The virus is said to somewhat resemble a golf ball when viewed by electron microscopy. The HPV genome consists of a single molecule of double-stranded, circular DNA containing approximately 7,900 bp associated with histones (34) . All open reading frame (ORF) protein-coding sequences are restricted to one strand. The genome is functionally divided into three regions ( Fig. 1 ): (i) The first is a noncoding upstream regulatory region of 400 to 1,000 bp, which has been referred to as the noncoding region, the long control region (LCR), or the upper regulatory region. This region contains the p97 core promoter along with enhancer and silencer sequences that regulate DNA replication by controlling the transcription of the ORFs. This region also contains the highest degree of variation in the viral genome (6) . (ii) The second is an early region, consisting of ORFs E1, E2, E4, E5, E6, and E7, which are involved in viral replication By definition, the nucleotide sequences of the E6, E7, and L1 ORFs of a new HPV type should be no more than 90% homologous to the corresponding sequences of known HPV types (117) . HPVs have further been classified into subtypes, when they have 90 to 98% sequence similarity to the corresponding type and variants when they show no more than 98% sequence homology to the prototype. Some naturally occurring variants have different biological and biochemical properties important in cancer risk.
EPIDEMIOLOGY
Transmission of HPV occurs primarily by skin-to-skin contact. Epidemiologic studies clearly indicate that the risk of contracting genital HPV infection and cervical cancer is influenced by sexual activity. HPV is very resistant to heat and desiccation, and nonsexual transmission via fomites can also occur, such as by prolonged exposure to shared contaminated clothing (94) . An individual is at greater risk of becoming infected with HPV if he or she has had multiple sexual partners at any time or is the partner of someone who has had multiple sexual partners. Sexual activity at an early age also places an individual at increased risk, as does a history of other sexually transmitted diseases, genital warts, abnormal Pap smears, or cervical or penile cancer in an individual or sexual partner. Condom usage may not adequately protect individuals from exposure to HPV since HPV can be transmitted by contact with infected labial, scrotal, or anal tissues that are not protected by a condom.
In addition to sexual activity, age is an important determinant of risk of HPV infection (1, 18) . Most cervical cancers arise at the squamocolumnar junction between the columnar epithelium of the endocervix and the squamous epithelium of the ectocervix. At this site, there are continuous metaplastic changes. The greatest risk of HPV infection coincides with greatest metaplastic activity. Greatest metaplastic activity occurs at puberty and first pregnancy and declines after menopause. HPV infection is most common in sexually active young women, 18 to 30 years of age. There is a sharp decrease in prevalence after 30 years of age. However, cervical cancer is more common in women older than 35 years, suggesting infection at a younger age and slow progression to cancer. Persistence of infection is more common with the high-risk oncogenic HPV types and is an important determinant in the development of cervical cancer.
Detection of high-risk HPV is necessary but may not be sufficient for the development of cervical cancer. Studies suggest that whether a woman will develop cervical cancer depends on a variety of additional factors that act in concert with cancer-associated HPV types in the process that leads to cervical cancer. The primary immune response to HPV infection is cell mediated; therefore, conditions that impair cell-mediated immunity such as renal transplantation or human immunodeficiency virus disease increase the risk of acquisition and progression of HPV (19, 28, 117) . The upstream regulatory region of HPV contains sequences similar to the glucocorticoid responsive elements that are inducible by steroid hormones such as progesterone (the active component of oral contraceptives) and dexamethasone. Long-term use of oral contraceptives is a significant risk factor for high-grade cervical disease according to some studies but not in others (1, 16) . Cervical cancer risk also seems to be independently influenced by other variables including current smoking and parity (1) . Local immune suppression induced by smoking and the mutagenic activity of cigarette components have been demonstrated in cervical cells and may contribute to persistence of HPV or to malignant transformation similar to that seen in the lung (87, 121, 128 ). It appears that smoking is the most important risk factor independent of HPV infection for higher grades of cervical disease (1). Smoking shows little or no relationship to low grades of cervical disease. Multiple pregnancies were a significant independent risk factor among women with histopathologic evidence of HPV infection in biopsy specimens and among women with moderate-to high-grade cervical disease. In women with mild cervical disease, only the presence of high-risk HPV infection was a significant risk factor. Other factors such as alcohol consumption and diet have not been well established.
There has been some suggestion that sexually transmitted viruses may serve as cofactors in the development of cervical cancer. It has been postulated that coinfection with herpes simplex virus type 2 may play a role in the initiation of cervical cancer (131) . Cytomegalovirus (CMV), human herpesvirus 6 (HHV-6), and HHV-7 have also been detected in the cervix. Coinfection offers the opportunity for these viruses to interact with HPV. Putative oncogenes and transforming factors have been proposed for CMV and HHV-6, but epidemiologic and in vitro data are not conclusive of a causal association with cervical cancer (23, 89, 95, 102) . Recent studies using PCR to detect CMV, HHV-6, and HHV-7 in women with abnormal cervical cytologic test results indicate that these viruses are only bystanders rather than cofactors in the development of cervical cancer (21) .
It has been proposed that the viral load correlates directly with the severity of disease. Studies using quantitative typespecific PCR for high-risk HPV-16, -18, -31, -33, and -45 and low-risk HPV-6 and -11 have shown that HPV-16 can reach much higher viral loads than the other types and that only for HPV-16 does increased viral load correlate with increased severity of cervical disease (111, 130) . High-risk HPVs of all types are able to induce malignant tumors even when they are present at low levels (132) .
An important emerging factor in the development of cervical neoplasia is the role of HPV variants (39) . HPV variants differ in biological and chemical properties and pathogenicity (27, 120) . Based on sequence variation of the L1, L2, and LCR regions of HPV-16, five naturally occurring phylogenetic clusters have been defined for HPV-16: European (E), Asian (As), Asian-American (AA), African-1 (Af1), and African-2 (Af2). Intratypic sequence variation has also been found in the E2, E4, E5, E6, and E7 genes of HPV-16. Since the LCR contains several E2 binding sites in addition to binding sites for several transcription factors, nucleotide sequence variation in the LCR, E2, E6, and E7 genes may be of functional significance. The oncogenicity of specific HPV variants appears to vary geographically and also with the ethnic origin of the population studied. One study suggested that because of increased transcriptional activity and changes in the progesterone response (39) . A genetic predisposition to colorectal cancer, lung cancer, and melanoma has long been recognized and is widely accepted. Genetic predisposition was found to be even a greater component in cervical cancer when the same method of analysis was used (73) . Genetic heritability was found to account for 27% of the effect of underlying factors for tumor development. Heritability could affect many factors contributing to the development of cervical cancer, including susceptibility to HPV infection, ability to clear HPV infection, and time to development of disease. The effect of shared familial environment was shown to be small at 2% and was found only between sisters and not between mother and daughter.
Studies have shown that infections with multiple types of HPV can occur (52, 59, 88) . Multiple-infection rates up to 39% have been seen. The presence of multiple HPV genotypes tended to increase with the severity of cervical disease. Multiple genotypes, usually with at least one type classified as high risk, were found in 11.8% of patients with normal cytology or ASCUS (see below) and in 34.5% of patients with mild or moderate dyskaryosis (59) . However, the prevalence of multiple genotypes was much lower in cervical carcinoma tissue samples (4.4%) (59) . The majority of multiple infections contain two HPV genotypes, but samples with three, four, or five genotypes were also seen (52, 88) .
Coinfection with adeno-associated virus is associated with a significantly reduced risk of cervical neoplasia (26) . Adenoassociated virus replication gene product Rep78 disrupts the transcription of the HPV-16 E6 and E7 oncogenes by interfering with the binding of the TATA binding protein to the p97 core promoter in the LCR region of the HPV genome (110) . This interference does not require HPV gene products.
CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS OF SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED INFECTIONS
Sexually transmitted HPV infection leads to one of three possible results, depending largely on which HPV type is involved. (i) The first is anogenital warts (condyloma acuminatum) on or around the genitals and anus in both men and women. Anogenital warts are generally associated with HPV-6 and HPV-11 and do not lead to cancer. Most are asymptomatic and may spontaneously resolve in 3 to 4 months, remain the same, or increase in size and number. Treatment options include ablation, excision, or topical agents such as 0.5% podophyllin (Podocon) or 5.0% imiquimod (Aldara). When anogenital warts are red-brown pigmented, they should be subjected to biopsy since they may actually be Bowenoid papulosis which is caused by HPV-16 or HPV-18 and histologically shows condylomatous architecture with intraepithelial neoplasia (83) . These lesions may rarely evolve into carcinoma in situ (30, 83) .
(ii) The second result is latent or inactive infection, in which few people know they are infected since noticeable symptoms are seldom produced and the infected area remains cytologically normal. HPV DNA is present in approximately 10% of women with cytologically normal cervical epithelium. The HPV DNA detected was primarily of low-risk HPV-6, -11, and others (Table 1) .
(iii) The third result is active infection, which is associated with high-risk HPV types in which the virus causes changes in infected cells which may result in penile, urethral, bladder, vaginal, vulvar, or cervical intraepithelial neoplasia. High-risk HPV types (Table 1) include types associated with high-grade lesions and cervical cancers and types identified as intermediate risk that are less commonly represented in cancers but are frequently seen in SIL (9, 10, 15, 38, 42, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 76, 79, 80, 82, 90, 91, 105, 122) . These infections can lead to cervical cancer. Prospective studies have shown that 15 to 28% of women in whom HPV DNA was detected developed SIL within 2 years, compared to only 1 to 3% of women in whom HPV DNA was not detected. In particular, the risk of progression for HPV-16 and -18 was greater (approximately 40%) than for other HPV types.
PATHOGENESIS
Basal cells of stratified squamous epithelium may be infected by HPV. Other cell types appear to be relatively resistant. Attempts to reproduce HPV replication in standard cell culture have been unsuccessful, largely because replication is linked to the differentiation process of keratinocytes and because of the difficulty in recreating the stratified structure of the epithelium in vitro. Some HPVs have been successfully propagated using either xenograft biological models or organotypic raft culture systems. These systems have been important tools for the study of HPV replication and host cell interactions. HPV-6, -11, -16, and -40 have been successfully propagated in human skin and cervical tissues that have been grafted into athymic (nude) or severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) mice (36, 114) . Several epithelial cell lines derived from HPV-infected patients, W12E cells harboring HPV-16 and CIN612-9E cells harboring HPV-31b, have been successfully cultured on rafts (11, 50, 53, 77) . HPV raft cultures are reproducible systems that re-create in vitro the morphologic and physiologic differentiation process of epithelial cells and allow HPV replication. In HPV raft cultures, epithelial cell lines containing latent HPV are grown with a collagen matrix maintained on a solid support. The epithelial cells form stratified layers and develop characteristics of normal terminal differentiation. Raft culture systems are prepared by creating a base composed of bovine tendon type 1 collagen. Human foreskin fibroblasts mixed with collagen are placed on the collagen base and allowed to contract. Epithelial cells are precultured on Swiss 3T3 fibroblast feeders and plated on the collagen plug. After 4 days of incubation, the raft is placed on a cotton pad and fed with cornification medium containing 12-Otetradecanoyl phorbol-13-acetate (TPA) to induce differentiation. Differentiating suprabasal cells permit the replication of HPV.
To study the effects of mutations in the HPV genome on the replication cycle, naturally infected or experimentally transfected human foreskin keratinocytes have been used. This method is limited because of the limited life span of human foreskin keratinocytes in cell culture. A spontaneously immortalized human foreskin keratinocyte cell line, BC-1-Ep/SL, has been transfected with molecularly cloned HPV-16 and placed in a raft culture system for induction of terminal differentiation (36) . This system supports the full HPV life cycle.
It is assumed that the HPV replication cycle begins with entry of the virus into the cells of the stratum germinativum (basal layer) of the epithelium. It is likely that HPV infection of the basal layer requires mild abrasion or microtrauma of the epidermis. ␣ 6 -Integrin has been proposed as the epithelial cell receptor for HPV-6 but is not obligatory for attachment of HPV-11 or HPV-33 (33, 41, 55) . HPV-16 and HPV-33, like many other viruses, attach to host cells via cell surface heparan sulfate (41) . A secondary receptor or stabilizing proteoglycans may also be involved in HPV attachment (41) . The cellular factors necessary for virion uptake are not known. Once inside the host cell, HPV DNA replicates as the basal cells differentiate and progress to the surface of the epithelium. In the basal layers, viral replication is considered to be nonproductive and the virus establishes itself as a low-copy-number episome by using the host DNA replication machinery to synthesize its DNA on average once per cell cycle (35, 40) . In the differentiated keratinocytes of the suprabasal layers of the epithelium, the virus switches to a rolling-circle mode of DNA replication, amplifies its DNA to high copy number, synthesizes capsid proteins, and causes viral assembly to occur (36) .
Since HPVs encode only 8 to 10 proteins, they must employ host cell factors to regulate viral transcription and replication. HPV replication begins with host cell factors which interact with the LCR region of the HPV genome and begin transcription of the viral E6 and E7 genes. The E6 and E7 gene products deregulate the host cell growth cycle by binding and inactivating tumor suppressor proteins, cell cyclins, and cyclindependent kinases ( Fig. 2) (113) . The function of the E6 and E7 gene products during a productive HPV infection is to subvert the cell growth-regulatory pathways and modify the cellular environment in order to facilitate viral replication in a cell that is terminally differentiated and has exited the cell cycle (113) . Cell growth is regulated largely by two cellular proteins, the tumor suppressor protein, p53, and the retinoblastoma gene product, pRB. Unlike in many other cancers, the p53 in cervical cancer is usually wild type and is not mutated (116) . The HPV E6 gene product binds to p53 and targets it for rapid degradation via a cellular ubiquitin ligase (116) . This degradation has the same effect as an inactivating mutation (116) . As a consequence, the normal activities of p53 which govern G 1 arrest, apoptosis, and DNA repair are abrogated. Low-risk HPV E6 proteins do not bind p53 at detectable levels and have no effect on p53 stability in vitro. The HPV E6 proteins also can form complexes with at least six other cellular proteins which are not well characterized. The HPV E7 gene product binds to the hypophosphorylated form of the RB family of proteins. This binding disrupts the complex between pRB and the cellular transcription factor E2F-1, resulting in the liberation of E2F-1, which allows the transcription of genes whose products are required for the cell to enter the S phase of the cell cycle. The E7 gene product can also associate with other mitotically interactive cellular proteins such as cyclin E (113). The outcome is stimulation of cellular DNA synthesis and cell proliferation. The E7 protein from low-risk HPV types binds pRB with decreased affinity. Next, the E5 gene product induces an increase in mitogen-activated protein kinase activity, thereby enhancing cellular responses to growth and differentiation factors. This results in continuous proliferation and delayed differentiation of the host cell. The E1 and E2 gene products are synthesized next. The E2 gene product is a DNA binding protein which blocks transcription of the E6 and E7 genes and permits the E1 gene product to bind to the viral origin of replication located within the LCR. This binding initiates replication of the viral genome as extrachromosomal elements in the S phase of the cell cycle. Genome copy number is maintained at a constant level in these cells, and a low level of transcripts is expressed. The E2-mediated down-regulation of E6 and E7 transcription results in the release of the p53 and pRB proteins, and the normal differentiation process of the host cell is allowed to continue. Then, a putative late promoter activates the capsid genes, L1 and L2. Viral particles are assembled in the nucleus, and complete virions are released as the cornified layers of the epithelium are shed. The E4 gene product plays a role in the maturation and release of papillomavirus particles. The process does not appear to be cytolytic. In the replication process, viral DNA becomes established throughout the entire thickness of the epithelium but intact virions are found only in the upper layers of the tissue. In warts or condylomata, viral replication is associated with proliferation of all epidermal layers except the basal layer. This leads to acanthosis, parakeratosis, hyperkeratosis, and deepening of rete ridges, creating the typical papillomatous cytoarchitecture seen histologically. Some infected cells transform into koilocytes, which are large, usually polygonal, squamous cells with a shrunken nucleus inside a cytoplasmic vacuole (Fig. 3) . Excessive proliferation of cells in the basal layer accompanied by large number of mitoses, some abnormal, is a feature of malignant and premalignant disease. Cervical cancer is one of the best understood examples of how viral infection can lead to malignancy. Infection with highrisk HPV types interferes with the function of cell proteins and also with the expression of cellular gene products. Microarray (gene chip) analysis of cells infected with HPV-31 has shown that 178 cellular genes are up-regulated and 150 cellular genes are down-regulated by HPV (22) . The genes that are down-regulated are primarily those involved in regulation of cell growth, some keratinocyte-specific genes, and interferon (IFN)-responsive genes. High-risk HPV types can be distinguished from other HPV types largely by the structure and function of the E6 and E7 gene products. In benign lesions caused by HPV, viral DNA is located extrachromosomally in the nucleus. In high-grade intraepithelial neoplasias and cancers, HPV DNA is generally integrated into the host genome. In some cases, episomal and integrated HPV DNAs are carried simultaneously in the host cell (129) . Integration of HPV DNA specifically disrupts or deletes the E2 ORF, which results in loss of its expression (129) . This interferes with the function of E2, which normally down-regulates the transcription of the E6 and E7 genes and leads to an increased expression of E6 and E7. In high-risk HPV types, the E6 and E7 proteins have a high affinity for p53 and pRB. Binding disrupts the normal function of these cellular proteins and can give rise to an increased proliferation rate and genomic instability. As a consequence, the host cell accumulates more and more damaged DNA that cannot be repaired. Efficient immortalization of keratinocytes requires the cooperation of the E6 and E7 gene proteins; however, the E7 gene product alone at high levels can immortalize host cells (44) . Eventually, mutations accumulate that lead to fully transformed cancerous cells. In addition to the effects of activated oncogenes and chromosome instability, potential mechanisms contributing to transformation include methylation of viral and cellular DNA, telomerase activation, and hormonal and immunogenetic factors. Progression to cancer generally takes place over a period of 10 to 20 years. Some lesions become cancerous more rapidly, sometimes within a year or two (48) .
DIAGNOSIS
Decades of studies have confirmed that cervical infection by high-risk HPV types is a precursor event to cervical cancer. The natural history of cervical cancer as a continuous single disease process progressing gradually from mild cervical cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN1) to more severe degrees of neoplasia and microinvasive lesions (CIN2 or CIN3) and finally to invasive disease has been the basis for diagnosis, therapeutic measures, and secondary preventive strategies (48) . It is plausible that high-risk HPV infection occurs early in life, may persist, and, in association with other factors promoting cell transformation, may lead to a gradual progression to more severe disease. Some investigators have correlated HPV type with different degrees of CIN and have suggested that CIN1 and CIN2-CIN3 are distinct processes, with CIN1 indicating a self-limited sexually transmitted HPV infection and CIN2 or CIN3 being the only true cervical cancer precursor (58, 125) . Most mild and moderate dysplasias are more likely to regress than progress (48) . The risk of progression of mild dysplasia to severe dysplasia was only 1% per year, while the risk of progression of moderate dysplasia to severe dysplasia was 16% within 2 years and 25% within 5 years. Nonetheless, it is agreed that early detection and subsequent early treatment of HPV in precancerous lesions can prevent progression to cancer (109). As mentioned above, HPV cannot be cultured in the laboratory from clinical specimens and immunologic assays are not adequate for detection of HPV infections. The primary diagnostic tools have been cytology and histology. Recently, molecular methods to detect HPV DNA sequences in clinical specimens have been introduced.
Conventional Cytology
The primary method for detection of high-risk HPV is still the Papanicolaou-stained (Pap) smear. This method was named for pathologist George Papanicolaou, who introduced the method in 1949 before the cause of cervical cancer was known (86) . Since its introduction, the Pap smear has helped reduce cervical cancer incidence and mortality rates by roughly half to two-thirds (61) . The Pap smear is a screening tool that looks for changes in cells of the transformation zone of the cervix. Often these changes are caused by HPV. The Pap smear reporting classification has evolved and been refined over time. The current reporting system is the Bethesda System (Table 2) , which was introduced in 1988, amended in 1991 to replace the CIN System, and updated again in 1999 (17, 108) . The CIN System is based on tissue architecture and was introduced in 1973 to promote the concept of a disease continuum from precursor lesions to invasive cancer (92) . The Bethesda System was developed to reflect an advanced understanding of cervical neoplasia and to introduce uniform descriptive diagnostic histologic terminology. Inclusion of a statement regarding the adequacy of the specimen as an integral part of the report was also a significant innovation of the Bethesda System. The Bethesda System was modified in 1991 to reflect actual laboratory and clinical experience after its implementation. It was modified again in 2001, taking into account increased utilization of new cervical screening technologies, adjunctive molecular tests, lessons learned from litigation, and a better understanding of the biology of cervical neoplasia (108) . The Bethesda System 2001 classifies squamous cell abnormalities into four categories: (i) ASC (atypical squamous cells), (ii) LSIL (low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions), (iii) HSIL (high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions), and (iv) squamous cell carcinoma ( Table 2 ). The ASC category was termed "atypical cells of undetermined significance (ASCUS)" in the previous version of the Bethesda System and is considered to be a category for reporting borderline or equivocal results. In the previous version of the Bethesda System, pathologists were encouraged to qualify ASCUS with respect to whether a reactive process or SIL was favored. Many laboratories appended comments such as "favor SIL," "favor repair," "favor a high-grade lesion," "favor a low-grade lesion,"
and "ASCUS, not otherwise specified." This reporting was confusing to clinicians. In attempt to provide clearer terminology, the "ASCUS favor repair" comment has been eliminated in the Bethesda System 2001, and these cases are now called "negative." The new ASC category contains two subcategories: the "atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance (ASC-US)" subcategory includes lesions that have cellular abnormalities suggestive of SIL, and the "atypical squamous cells, cannot exclude HSIL (ASC-H)" subcategory was separated out because it was felt that most of these cases would be referred to colposcopy. The LSIL and HSIL categories present in the previous version of the Bethesda System were retained. Lowgrade lesions (LSIL) include mild CIN and other HPV-associated lesions generally considered to be due to transient HPV infection. High-grade lesions (HSIL) consist of moderate and severe cervical intraepithelial dysplasia and carcinoma in situ. There are some lesions in the HSIL category that are suspicious for invasion but are not definitive. These cases are reported as "HSIL, cellular features suspicious for invasion". The invasive "squamous cell carcinoma" category was not changed.
The Pap smear procedure has some limitations. Inadequate samples constitute about 8% of specimens received. Falsenegative rates as high as 20 to 30% have been reported. Falsenegative results can occur from clumping of cells when the cells are not spread evenly and uniformly on the microscope slide. Sometimes, other contents of the cervical specimen such as blood, bacteria, or yeast contaminate the sample and prevent the detection of abnormal cells. If exposed to air too long before being fixed on the slide, cervical cells can become distorted. Human error is probably the primary threat to accurate interpretation. The average Pap smear slide contains 50,000 to 300,000 cells that must be examined. If the sample contains only a few abnormal cells within a crowded background of healthy cells, the abnormal cells can be missed, particularly by overworked readers. In 1988, the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Act (CLIA) established national guidelines that restricted technicians from reading more than 100 slides per day (25) . Some experts think that this number is still too large. Also, CLIA mandated a manual rescreening of 10% of negative satisfactory smears to reduce the number of false-negative results.
Monolayer Cytology
New methods of collection and processing of specimens for Pap smears have recently been developed to help reduce the number of false-negative results. In these methods, the specimen is collected in a preservative solution rather than being spread directly on the microscope slide by hand. Cellular structure is better preserved because the cells are immediately fixed. In addition, a cervical brush is used to collect the specimen, which provides almost twice as many epithelial cells as do other collection devices (51) . Slides are prepared under the control of the Cytology Laboratory, avoiding uneven manual smearing. The uniform monolayer created by these methods is easier for a technician to read, and the process prevents drying artifacts and removes most contaminating mucus, protein, red blood cells, bacteria, and yeast ( Figure 4 ). There are currently two Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved liquid-based monolayer cytology methods: the PrepStain system (formerly the AutoCyte PREP system) (TriPath Imaging Inc., Burlington, N.C.) and the ThinPrep Pap Smear method (Cytyc Corp., Boxborough, Mass.). The methods used in the preparation of the monolayer slides differ somewhat, but the underlying principles of the two systems are similar. In the PrepStain system, cervical samples are collected in an ethanol-based preservative solution. The preserved sample is enriched using density gradient centrifugation to remove inflammatory cells and nondiagnostic debris. The enriched cellular sample is sedimented by gravity dispersion onto an adhesive-coated microscope slide within a 13-mm diameter circle. The slide is automatically stained with a modified Papanicolaou stain, using a separate stain for each slide, thereby eliminating potential carryover and providing consistent staining. In the ThinPrep Pap Smear method, the cell sample is collected in a buffered alcohol preservative solution. The preserved sample is mixed and gently dispersed by high-speed rotation to ensure uniform sampling of the material removed from the cervix. A vacuum is applied to draw the suspension through a polycarbonate filter. A microprocessor controls the number of cells deposited on the filter. The filtered cells are then automatically transferred in a 20-mm monolayer by touching the filter to a glass microscope slide. Papanicolaou staining is then performed manually using standard laboratory practices.
Monolayer cytology methods add to the cost of a standard Pap smear, but more than 50 peer-reviewed publications promote the use of the these methods to improve the detection of precancerous lesions. In several of these publications, split samples collected using cervical brushes were used to compare monolayer cytology to conventional Pap smear cytology. Overall, the results showed statistically significant improvement in the diagnostic sensitivity of monolayer cytology in all categories of disease, with increased detection of epithelial cell abnormalities from 4 to 117% depending on the patient population (7, 49, 63, 109, 119) . Specimen adequacy was greatly improved in all studies, with an 11% increase in the number of satisfactory slides and a 29% reduction in the number of satisfactory but limited slides reported in one study (63) . When monolayer cytology and conventional Pap smear cytology are compared to results of "gold standard" colposcopically directed biopsies, monolayer cytology is significantly better at predicting the presence of dysplasia (101) .
The FDA has also approved two new devices, the AutoPap 300QC (NeoPath, Redmond, Wash.) and the PapNet (Neuromedical Systems, Suffern, N.Y.), which are designed to help ensure consistent and objective evaluation of Pap smears without fatigue. These are computerized systems which display potentially abnormal cells on a screen for review and analysis. Either conventionally prepared or monolayer Pap smear slides can be screened by using these computer-assisted systems. The AutoPap 300QC has been FDA approved for both primary screening and rescreening of Pap smears. The PapNet system is approved for rescreening only. There has been some dispute about how much accuracy is gained through the use of these automated systems, especially in light of the additional expense (62, 97, 103 HPV DNA or RNA can be demonstrated in biopsy tissues by in situ hybridization with probes labeled with either radioisotopes or chemically reactive ligands which are detected by autoradiography, fluorescence, or a detection of color reaction. In situ hybridization can localize HPV nucleic acid sequences inside individual cells while preserving cell and tissue morphology to allow simultaneous assessment of the morphological alterations associated with the lesion. In situ methods can be nonamplified, target amplification by PCR, or signal amplified. For HPV detection, nonisotopic probes are recommended and enzymatic methods are preferred over fluorescence methods for ease of interpretation. Characteristics of the signal (confluent versus punctate) may reflect either the episomal or integrated form of the viral target DNA. Intensity of the signal may reflect copy number. Target-amplified or signal-amplified in situ techniques have been developed to immunoenzymatically detect a small number of HPV nucleic acid sequences with high sensitivity by using bright-field microscopy. The GenPoint system (Dako, Trappes, France) is an automated, catalyzed signal amplification system using a biotinylated probe for immunohistochemical detection of HPV in formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded biopsy tissue sections. Automated processing includes baking, deparaffinization, cell conditioning, staining, and counterstaining. This assay is able to detect as few as 1 to 2 copies of target sequence per nucleus and is more sensitive than the one-step (detects 20 to 50 HPV copies) or three-step (10 to 15 copies) nonamplified immunoenzymatic procedures that are more routinely used (64) .
HPV DNA Detection
Type-specific PCR.Type-specific PCR assays are based on the sequence variations present in the E6 and E7 genes of HPV subtypes. Fourteen type-specific PCRs for high-risk HPV types (HPV-16, -18, -31, -33, -35, -39, -45, -51, -52, -56, -58, -59, -66, and -68) that target approximately 100 bp in the E7 ORF have been developed (124) . Internal control primers are included to detect inhibitory substances. The analytical sensitivity of these assays is between 10 and 200 HPV copies per sample, depending on the HPV type. Type-specific PCRs are currently used primarily in research applications since throughput is limited by the need to use multiple PCR amplifications for each sample.
General primer PCR. The majority of studies using PCR to date have used consensus primers to amplify a broad spectrum of HPV types in a single PCR amplification. These primers target conserved regions of the HPV genome such as the L1 capsid gene. The MY09 plus MY11 primers target a 450-bp fragment within the HPV L1 ORF (15) . The GP5ϩ plus GP6ϩ primers target a fragment within the region targeted by MY09 and MY11 with an analytical sensitivity of 0.5 to 10 fg (10-200 copies) (51) . The MY09 plus MY11 primers failed to detect HPV DNA in 7% of cervical cancers in one study (122) . This may have been due to absence of HPV DNA in the carcinoma cells or a false-negative PCR result due to integration of HPV DNA in the cervical carcinoma which may have disrupted PCR primer target sequences or resulted in loss of the L1 ORF.
Various methods have been used to identify HPV genotypes after amplification with general and consensus primers. Among them are sequence analysis, restriction fragment length polymorphism, and hybridization with type-specific probes using dot blot or microtiter plate formats (88, 130) .
A PCR-based detection system has recently been developed which uses a general primer set, designated SPF 10 that that amplifies a 65-bp segment of the L1 region of the HPV genome. Since smaller amplicons are more efficiently amplified, this assay is thought to be especially suited for formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue samples which often yield poorly amplifiable DNA. Amplicons are detected in an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay using a mixture of HPV-specific probes that recognize a broad range of genotypes. The specific genotype of positive samples is then determined using a line blot assay, in which oligonucleotide probes are immobilized in parallel lines on nitrocellulose strips. Amplicons are hybridized to the probes on the strip and detected in a colorimetric reaction, which results in a purple precipitate at the positive probe lines (59) .
Liquid hybridization. The Hybrid Capture (Digene, Beltsville, Md.) assay is the only kit currently approved by the FDA for the detection of HPV DNA in cervical samples. The Hybrid Capture assay has been used in many studies, and the secondgeneration Hybrid Capture II version of the assay is now widely used in clinical diagnostic laboratories. It is an antibody capture/solution hybridization/signal amplification assay that uses chemiluminescence detection to qualitatively detect the presence of HPV. In this assay, the DNA in the patient samples is first denatured and mixed with an RNA probe pool in a buffered solution in a tube. Two RNA probe pools are used. The assay can be performed using both probe pools together or separately. The probe A pool recognizes low-risk HPV-6, -11, -42, -43, and -44, and the probe B pool recognizes high-risk HPV-16, -18, -31, -33, -35, -39, -45, -51, -52, -56, -58, -59, and -68. The assay does not distinguish among the HPV types within these groups. Further typing is not clinically significant and is used largely in epidemiology and research studies. The hybridization reaction between specimen target DNA and the RNA probe produces DNA-RNA complexes. The DNA-RNA complexes are immobilized onto wells of a microtiter plate which has been coated with antibody directed against DNA-RNA hybrids. The immobilized hybrids are recognized by a second anti-DNA-RNA antibody conjugated to alkaline phosphatase. Several alkaline phosphatase molecules are conjugated to each antibody, and multiple conjugated antibodies bind to each captured hybrid, resulting in substantial amplification of the signal. Light is emitted as a chemiluminescent substrate is cleaved by the bound alkaline phosphatase. The light is measured as relative light units on a luminometer. The relative light units obtained for each sample are compared to the cutoff value. The analytical sensitivity of this assay ranges from 6.6 to 17.6 pg/ml depending on the HPV type (Digene Corp., Digene HPV test Hybrid Capture II product insert, 1997). The microwell plate format allows the assay to be automated.
Several specimen types can be used in the Hybrid Capture assay. Cervical swabs and cervical biopsy specimens are transported in Digene specimen transport medium. Cervical samples collected in Cytyc ThinPrep PreservCyt solution for making ThinPrep Pap smears can also be used.
The Hybrid Capture assay is not intended as a screening assay for the general population. Indications for performing the Hybrid Capture assay include (i) to aid in the diagnosis of sexually transmitted HPV infections and to distinguish between infection with low-risk and high-risk HPV types, (ii) to screen patients with ASCUS Pap smear results so as to determine the need for referral for colposcopy, and (iii) to supplement the Pap smear in women with LSIL or HSIL results to assist in assessing the risk for development of cervical cancer. The HPV test should not be used independently of Pap smears. A positive HPV result alone does not confirm the presence of premalignant or malignant disease and potentially yields more false-positive results if used on its own (100, 126) .
As with any assay, there are some limitations to the Hybrid Capture assay. Cross-reactivity may be observed in rare instances and may lead to false-positive results with the high-risk probe pool. Cross-reactivity may occur in the presence of HPV-13 since both probes cross-react with HPV-13. This finding, however, is not clinically relevant for cervical specimens since HPV-13 is associated with lip lesions in certain ethnic groups and is rarely, if ever, detected in the anogenital tract. A small amount of cross-hybridization can occur between HPV-6 and HPV-42 (low-risk) and the High Risk probe pool. Specimens with high levels of HPV-6 or HPV-42 DNA (4 ng/ml or higher) may be positive when tested with both probes. Crossreactivity between both HPV probes and high levels of bacterial plasmid pBR322 which can be found in cervical samples is possible. The false-negative rate is estimated to be 1.1 to 7.5%. False-negative results can occur due to low levels of infection, sampling error, or the presence of interfering substances such as antifungal cream, contraceptive jelly, or douche.
HPV mRNA Detection
Rather than relying on the detection of different HPV serotypes, the In-Cell (Invirion, Frankfurt, Mich.) viral load test for HPV detects mRNA of the E6 and E7 transforming genes. In this way, the assay actually determines if the HPV genes that cause malignant changes are present and active. The assay can be automated on any analytic instrument that detects fluorescence. Flow cytometry instruments are readily adaptable for this assay by using liquid-based cytology specimens. The assay can also be done directly on Pap smear slides and visualized using a fluorescence microscope. The manufacturer reports that the sensitivity of this assay is 100% and the specificity is 70% compared to Pap smear. Apparent false-positive results account for the reduced specificity; however, these false-positives may in fact not be false but may be due to early upregulation of the E6 and E7 genes.
CLINICAL UTILITY OF HPV DNA TESTING
It has been established that there is variation in interpretation of ASCUS Pap smears even among expert cytopathologists (104) . In some women, ASCUS indicates real pathology and in others it represents only a vigorous reactive change that is benign. In the United States, about 2.5 million ASCUS Pap results are reported each year (61) . A survey of U.S. laboratories found that a median of 2.9% of all Pap smears are reported as ASCUS, with 10% of laboratories reporting more than 9% ASCUS results (30) . Several strategies are currently in use to manage patients with ASCUS Pap smear results. Some clinicians repeat the Pap smear in 4 to 6 months. Many ASCUS patients directly undergo colposcopy to detect the 10 to 20% who prove to have an underlying higher-grade lesion (e.g., LSIL or HSIL). Identifying women at high risk by testing for HPV DNA avoids unnecessary colposcopy procedures (Table 3). Patients with ASCUS who are positive for high-risk HPV DNA are referred for colposcopy. Those who are negative for HPV DNA undergo a repeat Pap smear at 6 months and 12 months. If these are also negative, the woman is returned to a routine screening schedule.
Several smaller studies and two recent large studies have shown the utility of HPV DNA testing for management of women with ASCUS results on Pap smears (75, 107) . The Kaiser Permanente study enrolled 995 women in Northern California with ASCUS on cervical Pap smear screening (75) . Colposcopy was performed on all study participants to obtain cervical tissue for histologic examination for detection of underlying SIL in patients with an initial cytologic test result of ASCUS. Just prior to colposcopy, specimens were taken for repeat ThinPrep Pap Smear and HPV DNA testing using the Digene Hybrid Capture II assay. The sensitivity of the Hybrid Capture II HPV DNA assay was 89.2% compared with colposcopically directed biopsy for detection of SIL. This was significantly higher than repeat ThinPrep Pap Smear testing, which had a sensitivity of 76.2%. These findings suggest that incorporating HPV DNA testing into a triage scheme for ASCUS would result in fewer women referred for colposcopy or repeat Pap smear while still maintaining the sensitivity necessary to detect higher-grade SIL.
Results of the ASCUS/LSIL Triage Study (ALTS) conducted by the National Cancer Institute were reported in March 2000 and February 2001 (107, 115) . The ALTS trial is an ongoing, multicenter, randomized clinical trial designed to determine the optimal management regimen for women with equivocal (ASCUS) and low-grade (LSIL) cytology results. All cytological specimens in the ALTS trial were prepared using the ThinPrep Pap Smear fluid-based system. The presenting cytologic diagnoses of all patients enrolled in the ALTS study were reevaluated by the Pathology Quality Control Group for final case designation. The Digene Hybrid Capture II assay was used for all HPV DNA detection. The primary study end point was a histologic grade of CIN2/3ϩ since current clinical practice in the United States is to treat histologically confirmed high-grade disease of CIN2 or greater.
Women enrolled in the study with cytologic diagnoses of ASCUS (n ϭ 3,488) were randomly assigned in equal proportions to one of three management options: (i) immediate colposcopy, (ii) conservative management (repeat Pap smear every 6 months with colposcopy only if HSIL results or above were found, or (iii) HPV triage (testing for high-risk HPV DNA followed by colposcopy only if high-risk HPV DNA was present). ThinPrep Pap Smear cytology and HPV DNA testing were done on all women enrolled in all arms of the study, but these results were unmasked only in the HPV triage arm to allow subsequent referral to colposcopy. The overall cytology and HPV DNA data were used to determine the statistical estimations of performance of the management options. All women, except those treated or removed from the trial, continue to be evaluated by Pap smear every 6 months to detect those who develop clinically significant cervical disease with time. Future data from the ALTS trial will address whether women considered low risk based on a negative HPV DNA result develop precancerous lesions.
The ALTS ASCUS data were analyzed under the assumption that immediate colposcopy would detect all cervical disease, and therefore the immediate-colposcopy arm of the study served as the standard against which the other two treatment strategies were compared. The mean age of the women enrolled in the study was 29 years and was similar for each arm of the study. In the immediate-colposcopy arm, the prevalence of lesions with histopathology grade CIN 2/3ϩ was 131 cases (11.3%). The HPV triage arm detected 136 cases (11.7%), and the conservative-management cytology arm detected 56 cases (4.8%). Since the colposcopy referral criterion of HSIL or higher was poor at detecting CIN 2/3ϩ in the conservativemanagement arm, all further analysis was done using the lower cytology threshold of ASCUS estimated by cross-sectional analysis of results in the immediate-colposcopy and HPV triage arms. Test sensitivities, colposcopy referral rates, and positive predictive values of the three management strategies were calculated using combined data from the immediatecolposcopy and HPV triage arms since both detected virtually all CIN2/3ϩ cases ascertainable at baseline. The sensitivities of the immediate-colposcopy, HPV triage, and conservativemanagement arms were 100, 95.5, and 85%, respectively. Differences between the immediate-colposcopy and conservative-management arms and between the HPV triage and conservative-management arms were statistically significant (P Ͻ 0.05); however, the true sensitivity of repeat cytology will not be known until the results of the longitudinal study with follow-up testing every 6 months are available.
Compared to the immediate-colposcopy arm (100%), just over half (56.1%) of the patients in the HPV triage arm were estimated to require referral to colposcopy. The estimated rate of referral to colposcopy in the repeat-cytology group was almost identical at 58.6%. Positive predictive values (women with positive test results who had CIN 2/3ϩ biopsy diagnoses) were 19.6% for the HPV triage arm and 16.7% for the conservative-management arm using ASCUSϩ as the threshold. For the immediate-colposcopy arm, the comparable percentage is the 11.3% of women with ASCUS found to have CIN2/ 3ϩ. Negative predictive values (women with negative test results who did not have disease) of the immediate-colposcopy, HPV triage, and conservative-management arms were 100, 98.9, and 95.8%, respectively. Evaluation of colposcopic biopsy diagnosis by study arm showed that of 857 women in the immediate-colposcopy arm, 15.3% had CIN2/3ϩ, 19.5% had CIN1, and 65.2% were normal and that of 494 women in the HPV triage arm, 27.5% had CIN2/3ϩ, 22.5% had CIN1, and 50% were normal. Comparable data are not available for the conservative-management arm using a cytology threshold of ASCUS or greater since HSILϩ was the criterion for referral; however, for the 93 women in the HSILϩ group who underwent biopsy, 60.2% had CIN 2/3ϩ, 17.2% had CIN1, and 22.6% were normal. A summary of the ALTS study data showed that incorporation of HPV DNA testing into a triage scheme reduced the need for referral to colposcopy by 44% and that of those who were referred to colposcopy, a higher percentage had biopsy results of CIN 2/3ϩ. Sensitivity was not significantly increased by adding a single repeat cytologic test to the triage scheme. The study therefore suggests that HPV DNA testing could be used in a triage scheme for women with ASCUS to determine if colposcopy is needed.
In patients with LSIL, HPV DNA testing was found to play a more limited role (115) . High-risk HPV DNA was detected in 83% of women with LSIL. Since high-risk HPV was so prevalent in this group, all patients would be referred to colposcopy regardless of the HPV result.
AGUS (atypical glandular cells of undetermined significance) is a relatively rare cytologic finding. HPV DNA Testing may play a role in the management of patients with AGUS. In the Bethesda System, AGUS refers to endocervical or endometrial cells with cytological changes greater than reactive but not adenocarcinoma. Most cases of AGUS represent a reactive change. Nonreactive AGUS represents an intermediate cervical cancer precursor and is usually managed aggressively with colposcopy or cone biopsy. HPV DNA testing identified 94.1% of women with high-grade lesions. A negative result provided good assurance (99%) that a patient did not have a high-grade lesion (96) .
HPV DNA testing may reduce costs by triaging patients into appropriate management strategies and reducing unnecessary colposcopy and less frequent screening in low-risk patients. Computer-based mathematical models that incorporate a sim-VOL. 16, 2003 HPV AND CERVICAL CANCER 11 ulated natural history of HPV carcinogenesis have been used to assess the cost-effectiveness of HPV screening strategies (57, 74) . These studies showed small differences between ASC-US management strategies in terms of reducing the incidence of cervical cancer. However, there were considerable differences in costs associated with the management strategies. Immediate colposcopy was always more expensive than the other strategies. Reflex HPV DNA testing of a liquid-based cytology specimen or testing of a co-collected second specimen at the time of the initial Pap smear was less expensive than repeat cytology, partly because these strategies eliminate the need for an additional clinic visit and reduce the number of colposcopies by 40 to 60% (74) . Stratifying ASC into the 2001 Bethesda System categories of ASC-US and ASC-H made little difference in terms of clinical benefit or costs (57) . In addition to improving the management of women with ASC, the superior negative predictive value of HPV DNA testing may allow longer screening intervals. The computer models showed that a biennial or triennial cervical cancer screening program involving liquid-based cytology and reflex HPV DNA testing is more effective and less costly than annual screening by conventional cytology for women with ASC (57, 74) . It is estimated that savings of more than $15 billion would be gained over the lifetime of a typical cohort of 18-to 24-year-old women by using biennial liquid-based cytology screening and reflex HPV DNA testing (57) . In addition, termination of screening at 75 years of age would capture 97.8% of the benefits of lifetime biennial screening and would be less expensive (74) . Immunosuppressed women with ASC-US should be directly referred to colposcopy. Pregnant women should be managed in the same manner as nonpregnant women.
Patients with ASC-H
Women with Pap smear results indicating ASC-H should be directly referred to colposcopy. If no lesions are identified by colposcopy, a review of the Pap smear, colposcopy, and histology results is recommended, if possible. If review yields a revised interpretation, management guidelines for the revised interpretation should be followed. If colposcopy confirms ASC-H, a Pap smear should be performed at 6 and 12 months with referral back to colposcopy if cytology results show ASC-US or greater. Alternatively, HPV DNA testing can be done at 12 months with referral back to colposcopy if high-risk HPV is found.
Patients with LSIL
Women with Pap smear results indicating LSIL should be directly referred to colposcopy. If colposcopy is satisfactory and fails to confirm CIN, a Pap smear should be performed at 6 and 12 months with referral back to colposcopy if cytology results show ASC-US or greater. Alternatively, HPV DNA testing can be done at 12 months with referral back to colposcopy if high-risk HPV is found. If colposcopy is unsatisfactory and fails to confirm CIN, management options include repeat cytologic testing 6 and 12 months with referral back to colposcopy if cytology results show ASC-US or greater or HPV DNA testing at 12 months with referral back to colposcopy if highrisk HPV is found. 12 BURD CLIN. MICROBIOL. REV.
TREATMENT
Most HPV-induced cervical cell changes are transient, and 90% regress spontaneously within 12 to 36 months as the immune system eliminates the virus (24, 47, 78, 85, 112) . The primary immune response to HPV infection is a cell-mediated response induced at local lymph nodes. A humoral immune response also develops, but local levels of HPV-specific immunoglobulin G (IgG) and IgA in tissue do not correlate with clearance of virus (14) . Systemic levels of HPV-specific IgA were correlated with virus clearance. Systemic levels of HPVspecific IgG were detected more frequently in patients with persistent HPV infection. The tendency toward regression of HPV infection correlates inversely with the severity of cervical disease. Only a small proportion of mild and moderate cervical diseases develop into invasive cancer, but the risk of progression from severe cervical cellular abnormality to invasive carcinoma is at least 12% (85, 112) . Factors such as genetic predisposition, frequency of reinfection, intratypic genetic variation within HPV type, coinfection with more than one HPV type, hormone levels, and immune response may influence the ability to clear an HPV infection.
A number of factors such as size, stage, and histologic features of the tumor, lymph node involvement, risk factors for complications from surgery or radiation, and patient preference determine the course of treatment. In general, noninvasive intraepithelial lesions identified only microscopically are treated with superficial ablative procedures such as cryotherapy or laser therapy. These are outpatient office procedures, and fertility is maintained. With cryotherapy, abnormal tissue and the surrounding 5 mm is frozen with a supercooled probe. A single freeze is usually not adequate to induce necrosis, so the area is allowed to thaw and is frozen again. Ablation of tissue with a carbon dioxide laser beam is as effective as cryotherapy, and the tissue heals faster with less distortion, but the procedure is more expensive. Loop electrosurgical excision procedures are now considered to be the preferred treatment for noninvasive squamous lesions. In these procedures, an electrically charged wire is used to excise the transformation zone and distal endocervical canal. It is less expensive than laser therapy and preserves the excised tissue for histologic examination of margin status. Following treatment of noninvasive intraepithelial neoplasia lesions by any technique, there is always a potential risk of leaving dysplastic cells behind. Recurrence rates as high as 31% with a mean time to recurrence of 11.9 months have been reported following loop diathermy procedures in immunologically normal patients (43) . Patients with positive margins had a higher recurrence rate (47%) than did those with clear margins (26%). Human immunodeficiency virus-infected women have a significantly higher recurrence rate (87%) than do uninfected women (18%), indicating the importance of an effective immune system in resolution of HPV-associated disease (19) . Progression to invasive disease is rare (Ͻ 2% in most series). However, these data emphasize the importance of follow-up surveillance in treated patients. Preliminary evidence suggests that detection of HPV DNA using molecular techniques may be able to help detect residual lesions following treatment (81) . Detection of high-risk HPV DNA at 6 months after treatment was more sensitive than abnormal cytology findings in patients with moderate or severe cervical disease prior to treatment. The negative predictive value of absence of high-risk HPV DNA and normal cytologic test results in these patients was 99%. The utility of HPV DNA testing for residual disease following treatment of lower grades of dysplasia remains to be evaluated.
Microinvasive cancers less than 3 mm in size are managed conservatively by excisional cone biopsy.
Early invasive cancers are managed with radical hysterectomy or external-beam high-energy (to 18 MV) radiotherapy and implants loaded with 192 Ir. The goal of this therapy is to destroy malignant cells in the cervix, paracervical tissues, and regional lymph nodes. Selected patients also benefit from concurrent chemotherapy.
Locally advanced cancers are managed with radiotherapy to the primary tumor and potential sites of regional spread.
In addition to surgical and cytodestructive procedures, several antiviral and immunomodulatory agents have been evaluated as treatment for HPV-associated cervical lesions. Cidofovir is an acyclic nucleoside phosphonate derivative which has broad-spectrum activity against DNA viruses and is in use clinically for the treatment of CMV infections. Exposure of human carcinoma cell lines containing HPV-16 or HPV-18 and human cervical keratinocytes immortalized by HPV-33 to cidofovir resulted in inhibition of cell proliferation (4) . The in vitro antiproliferative activity was shown to be selective for the rapidly proliferating HPV-infected cells when normal primary human cervical keratinocytes were treated similarly. A 1% cidofovir gel was used topically without side effects every other day for 1 month to treat 15 women with severe CIN (106) . Complete or partial response was seen in 80% of patients as assessed by histology and detection of HPV DNA by PCR.
Podophyllin, a cytotoxic agent that arrests mitosis in metaphase (also used to treat genital warts), in combination with vidarabine, a DNA polymerase inhibitor, suppressed HPV gene expression and cell growth in cervical cancer cell lines (84) . The expression of HPV-16 E6 and E7 gene products in normal cervical keratinocytes in vitro in the presence of either podophyllin or vidarabine sensitized these cells to apoptosis. Combined topical therapy with podophyllin and vidarabine ointments in 28 patients with mild to moderate CIN resulted in regression of lesions and successful eradication of HPV-16 or HPV-18 DNA in 81% of patients.
The IFNs and intravaginal 5-fluorouracil have shown variable response in clinical and in vitro studies. IFN-␣ is approved for treatment of genital warts. The effects of IFN-␣, IFN-␤, and IFN-␥ in several human carcinoma cell lines containing HPV-16 or HPV-18 have been studied (56) . Response was seen in some cell lines but not others. In HPV-18 HeLa cells, all IFNs suppressed the levels of HPV E6 and E7 gene transcripts. In HPV-18 C-411 cells, IFNs had no effect. In HPV-16 CaSki and HPK1A cells, only IFN-␥ was effective. It is likely that, since IFN-responsive elements appear to be down-regulated by at least some oncogenic HPV types, the utility of IFN therapy in cervical disease will be limited (22) .
PREVENTION
Primary approaches to prevent HPV infection include both risk reduction and development of HPV vaccines. Use of latex condoms and a spermicide may decrease the risk of contracting VOL. 16, 2003 HPV AND CERVICAL CANCER 13 HPV. Condoms, however, are not totally reliable, since HPV may be contracted by contact with other parts of the body, such as the labia, scrotum, or anus, that are not protected by a condom.
Vaccines directed against HPV are in phase I and phase II clinical trials but are not currently commercially available. HPV vaccines are usually composed of virus-like particles (VLPs), which are empty virus capsids containing the major HPV capsid antigen and possibly the minor capsid antigen but lacking viral DNA. The vaccines are produced by expressing the L1 or L1 and L2 ORFs in eukaryotic cells. These proteins then self-assemble into VLPs which are highly immunogenic. Because of the high level of antigenic specificity of HPV capsid antigens, there is no cross-protection among subtypes, and protection against each subtype requires vaccination with VLPs of that subtype. Optimal vaccines would contain a cocktail of VLPs of the most common high-risk HPV subtypes. Preliminary reports indicate that animal papillomavirus vaccines have excellent immunogenicity and protection against experimental animal papillomavirus diseases.
A double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled phase I safety and immunogenicity trial has been conducted using a subunit vaccine composed of VLP formed from the entire L1 major capsid protein of HPV-16 strain 114K (45) . The vaccine was prepared by inserting the L1 capsid gene into a baculovirus vector. The gene was then expressed in transfected Sf9 insect cells. An optimal dose of 50 g of HPV-16 L1 VLP vaccine was administered by injection into the deltoid muscle at 0, 1, and 4 months. The vaccine generated high titers of type-specific neutralizing antibodies without adjuvant and was well tolerated.
CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE DIRECTION
Screening for cervical cancer remains an important health and economic concern in the United States and throughout the world. Many studies over several decades have helped elucidate the natural history and pathogenesis of cervical neoplasia. The incidence of cervical cancer and its associated mortality have declined in recent years, largely due to the widespread implementation of screening programs that use Pap smear testing for detection of abnormal cervical cells. Methods such as fluid-based cytology have recently been developed that improve the ability to detect precursor lesions in Pap smears and allow detection at an earlier stage. The Bethesda System reporting of Pap smear results has also recently been updated to improve the utility and understandability of results. Molecular and epidemiologic studies have solidified the association between high-risk strains of HPV and cervical squamous cell carcinoma. Tests have been developed to detect high-risk HPV DNA with high sensitivity and specificity in cervical samples. These tests are now available in clinical laboratories at many medical centers and in reference laboratories. Large-scale studies such as the National Cancer Institute ALTS trial to evaluate management options for women with abnormal Pap smear results have been completed. Particularly problematic are women with ASC-US borderline or equivocal Pap smear results. These studies indicate the potential utility of HPV DNA testing in the management of women with ASC-US Pap smear results. Based on the results of these studies, new screening strategy options that include testing for high-risk HPV DNA as an adjunct to cytology have been developed to triage and monitor ASC-US patients. These strategies are meant to minimize unnecessary follow-up visits and invasive procedures without compromising the detection of disease. The improvements in cytologic screening as well as the introduction of HPV DNA testing greatly facilitate the identification of women at risk for cervical cancer. Early identification and intervention will probably have a significant impact on the reduction of cervical cancer morbidity and mortality.
Modifications to screening strategies will also probably be made in the future. Retrospective data analysis indicate that it may be advantageous to lengthen the Pap smear screening interval from annually to every 2 to 3 years (99) . Results from ongoing studies will help clarify the benefits and risks of lengthened screening intervals. Several other studies to examine the role of HPV DNA testing as a primary screening method for cervical cancer are under way. In addition to changes in screening strategies, effective therapeutic and preventive vaccines may be developed that have the potential to contribute significantly to the control and prevention of cervical cancer.
